Evaluation of estimation, prediction and inference for autocorrelated latent variable modeling of binary data-a simulation study.
Longitudinal models of binary or ordered categorical data are often evaluated for adequacy by the ability of these to characterize the transition frequency and type between response states. Drug development decisions are often concerned with accurate prediction and inference of the probability of response by time and dose. A question arises on whether the transition probabilities need to be characterized adequately to ensure accurate response prediction probabilities unconditional on the previous response state. To address this, a simulation study was conducted to assess bias in estimation, prediction and inferences of autocorrelated latent variable models (ALVMs) when the transition probabilities are misspecified due to ill-posed random effects structures, inadequate likelihood approximation or omission of the autocorrelation component. The results may be surprising in that these suggest that characterizing autocorrelation in ALVMs is not as important as specifying a suitably rich random effects structure.